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Abstract

In this work, we adapt and compare implicity linear collocation method and iterated implicity linear collocation method for solving nonlinear two dimensional Fredholm integral equations of Hammerstein type using IMQ-RBFs on a non-rectangular domain. IMQs show to be the most promising RBFs for this kind of equations. The proposed methods are mesh-free and they are independent of the geometry of domain. Convergence analysis of the proposed methods together with some benchmark examples are provided which support their reliability and numerical stability.
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1. Introduction

In this work, we are interested in using inverse multi-quadric radial basis functions (IMQ-RBFs) for solving Fredholm integral equations of Hammerstein type

\[ u(x) = f(x) + \int_{\Omega} K(x,s)\psi(s,u(s))ds, \quad x \in \Omega, \quad (1.1) \]

where \( \Omega \) denotes a non-rectangular closed subset of \( \mathbb{R}^2 \). Throughout the paper, the following assumptions are made:

1. \( f \in C(\Omega) \),
2. \( K(x,s) \in C(\Omega^2) \),
3. \( |\psi^{(0,1)}(s,u_1) - \psi^{(0,1)}(s,u_2)| \leq c_2|u_1 - u_2| \),

where \( \psi^{(0,1)} \) is the partial derivative with respect to second variable. Note that the last assumption implies \( \psi \) being also Lipschitz with respect to its second variable, i.e.

\[ |\psi(s,u_1) - \psi(s,u_2)| \leq c_1|u_1 - u_2|. \]
In recent years, mesh-less methods have been widely applied in a number of fields such as multivariate function interpolation and approximation, neural networks and solution of differential and integral equations. The mesh-less methods are based upon the scattered data approximations that estimate a function without any mesh generation on the domain. Among mesh-less methods, the radial basis functions (RBFs) method has become known as a powerful tool for the scattered data interpolation problem. The main advantage of radial basis functions is that they involve a single independent variable regardless of the dimension of the problem [9]. RBFs have been used to approximate the solution of one-dimensional integral equations [5].

In this paper we propose two numerical methods based on inverse multi-quadric radial basis functions (IMQ-RBFs) and Kumar and Sloan method [4] for the solution of nonlinear Fredholm integral equations of Hammerstein type on 2D irregular domains.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we review some basic formulations and properties of RBFs and approximation of a function by these bases. In Sections 3, 4 and 5 we present computational methods for solving (1) utilizing IMQ-RBF approximation together with their error analysis. Finally, numerical experiments are carried out in Section 6.

### 2. RBF Approximation

A mesh-free method does not require a mesh to discretize the domain of the problem under consideration, and the approximate solution is constructed entirely based on a set of scattered nodes. Radial basis functions is one of the most developed meshless methods that has attracted attention in recent years and form a primary tool for multivariate interpolation [1, 2, 6–8]. It is also receiving increasing attention for solving PDE’s on irregular domains. We quote the following definitions from [10].

**Definition 2.1.** A function $\Phi : \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is said to be radial if there exists a function $\phi : [0, \infty) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ such that $\Phi(x) = \phi(\|x\|_2)$, for all $x \in \mathbb{R}^d$.

Some of the most popular RBFs are given in Table 2.1. Suppose $E \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ and let $X = \{x_1, ..., x_N\}$ be a given set of distinct nodal points in $E$. In interpolation of the scattered data using RBFs, the approximation of a function $f$ usually has the form:

$$\mathcal{P}_nf(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_i \phi(\|x - x_i\|), \quad x \in E. \quad (2.1)$$

The interpolation problem is to find $\lambda_i$, $i = 1, ..., N$ such that the interpolant $\mathcal{P}_nf$ through all data satisfies

$$\mathcal{P}_nf(x_i) = f(x_i), \quad i = 1, ..., N. \quad (2.2)$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of function</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian (GA)</td>
<td>$\phi(r) = \exp(-cr^2)$, $c &gt; 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-quadrics (MQ)</td>
<td>$\phi(r) = (r^2 + c^2)^{\frac{1}{2}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse multi-quadrics (IMQ)</td>
<td>$\phi(r) = (r^2 + c^2)^{\frac{\beta}{2}}$, $\beta &lt; 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin plate splines</td>
<td>$\phi(r) = (-1)^{k+1}r^{2k} \log(r)$, $k \in \mathbb{N}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>